
ON NORMAL GENERAL CONNECTIONS

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI

In a previous paper [7], the author showed that for a space 36 with a
regular general connection Γ which is denoted as

Γ= dut ® (P]d2uJ +Γ}hdu3

in terms of local coordinates u1, , un of 36 and

is an isomorphism of the tangent bundle Γ(36) of 36, its covariant differential
operator D can be written as product of its basic covariant differential operator
D and the homomorphism φ of the tangent tensor bundle of 36 naturally
derived from P.Ώ D operates on contra variant tensors and covariant tensors
as covariant differential operators defined by the contravariant part T and
the covariant part "Γ of Γ respectively, which are both classical affine connec-
tions, that is

λ(T) = λ("Γ)=I.

Therefore, the formulas with regard to D are simple and analogous to the
classical ones. These results were obtained chiefly by making use of the re-
gularity of the tensor field P.

In the present paper, the author will show that these concepts can be
generalized in a sense for normal general connections25 which are not neces-
sarily regular but include the regular ones.

§ 1. Normal tensor fields of type (1, 1).

Let 36 be a differentiate manifold3) of dimension n. A tensor field P of
type (1, 1) on 36 is called normal, if the homomorphism defined by P on the
tangent bundle Γ(36) of # is an isomorphism on the image P(TX(%)) at each
point #e36 and dim P( Tx(%)) = m is constant.

Let a normal tensor field P of type (1, 1) on 36 be given. Then the union

(1.1) P(X)= UP( 7̂

is naturally regarded as a subbundle of T(36) whose fibre

Received January 26, 1961.
1) See [7], §3.
2) See [8], §3.
3) In the present paper, we deal with only manifolds, mappings with suitable dif-

ferentiabilities for our purpose.
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is an m-dimensional vector space. Since P is an isomorphism of P(36),

JV*(#) = kernel of P\TX(%)

is of dimension n — m and

The union

(1.2)
αe#

is also regarded as a subbundle of jΓ(36) and

(1.3) T(36)=P(36)®Λ7X36)

as vector bundles over %.
Let us denote the projections of T(36) onto P(36) and N(%) according to the

decomposition (1.3) of T(36) respectively by

(1.4) A: T(X)-+P(X), A\P(X) = 1,

(1.5) N: T(36)->ΛΓ(36),

A and N are also regarded as tensor fields of type (1.1) on 36.
If we take a field of frame {F;} of 36 defined on a neighborhood, such that

{Fi, •••, Fm} is a field of frames of
and

{Vm+ι, , Vn} is a field of frames of N(%),

then we have easily

(1.6)

Let us denote the homomorphisms of the cotangent bundle T*(36) of 36, which
are the dual mappings of P, A, N at each point x of 36, by the same notations
P, A, N respectively. Then, for the field of the dual frames {Uλ} of {VΛ},
we have

(1.7)
(N(Ua) = 0, N(UA} = L

Lastly we define a tensor field Q of type (1.1) by

ίlβ) Q-iP~l °n PJ®'(IM) y ~ l θ on N,M,
then we have

(1.9) PQ = QP = A,

4) The indices run as follows:
λ, μ, v, - , i, j, h, - -

< χ , $ , γ , ... = 1, 2, .. ,m;
A, B, C, — m +1, •••,%.
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AP=PA=P,

In the following, we denote the homomorphisms, which are extended onto
any tensor product bundle

(i.ii) τ(x^^=τ(κy^®τ*(xy^9 P, q = o, i, 2, . -
from P, Q, A, N, making use of tensor products of the homomorphisms re-
spectively, by the same symbols. We say that any tensor field Fe Ψ(T(%)^p>q>)
of 36 invariant under A or N belongs to P(36) or JV(36) respectively and it may
be denoted as

V (Ξψ(P(X)®^>v) or

because it can be written only in terms of Va, U$ or VA, UB.

§ 2. General connections.

Let TO be the semi-group whose any element is written as a set of real
numbers (αj, α}Λ) and its multiplication is given by the formulas: For any ele-
ments a, β e TO, the components of aβ are

and £2 be the subgroup of TO such that | αj(α) | =£ 0. Let <r: TO-»Mi =
be the natural homomorphism which maps (αj, α}Λ) to (αj). Mi is regarded as
a sub-semi-group of TO, identifying (α}) with (αj, 0).

A general connection Γ of % is by definition a cross-section of the tensor
product bundle T(#)(><)$D2(;6)5) over 36 which is written as

(2.2) Γ= 9

m ίerms of local coordinates ul of 36. Let the coordinates uτ be defined on a
neighborhood C7, then we have a mapping fπ: U— >TO by

(2.3) αV/i7=P}> a^fu=r^

For any two coordinate neighborhoods (C7, tt*), (F, v*), C7U F^ 0, we have

(2.4) (σ gvuϊfu =fvgvu,

where gvu' UnV— >S« is the coordinate transformation of the vector bundles
and S)2(£) over 36 given by

/ o r x(2.5)

The system {fσ} satisfying (2.4) characterizes Γ. Since we have from (2.4)
the equation

(2.6) (tf flf rirXtf Λ) = («r ΛX*

5) See [6], §1.
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PI are the components of a tangent tensor field of type (1, 1) of 36 which we
denote by

(2.7) Λ(Γ) = dut ® P] duj = P.

For jΓ, we define a bundle homomorphism φ = φr which maps any tensor
product bundle composed of the tangent bundles and the cotangent bundles of
order 1 or 2 of 36 into the one replaced £2(3£) and S)2(#) by T(X) and Γ*(36)

® T*(X) respectively and is given by

(2 8) ../J..A j../*

where

(9 <V\ /<*• — Γ1*- — J

\£t.V) J ijh — J L jti Λ Λ *

Making use of φ, we define the covariant differential operator D=Dr of the

general connection Γ by

(2.10) D = φ>d.v

Now, let £2 be the semi-group whose any element is written as a set of
real numbers (αj, α}Λ, $•) such that | a] | =£ 0 and its multiplication is given by

the formulas: For any elements a, βe£2, the components of aβ are

(2.11)

Let us denote the natural homomorphism of £2 onto Li = GL(n, R) c Ml

n which

maps (α$, α5Λ, PΪ) to (α}) by the same symbol σ. S2 is regarded as a subgroup
of Sj, identifying (αj, α}Λ) with (αj, α}ft, αj).

For each coordinate neighborhood (U, u*), we define a mapping/^i ί7—>S2 by

Then, for any two coordinate neighborhoods (17, u1), (F, v*), U Γ\VΦΦ, we have

(2.13) Qvufu ==fv(ff'gvu)ι

which is equivalent to (2.4).
Therefore, that a general connection Γ of % is given is equivalent to that

for each coordinate neighborhood U of % a mapping fn: U-^Wl (or fυ\ t/—>S2)

is given and the system {fu} (or {fu}) satisfies (2.4) (or (2.13)).
Lastly, we show that Γ can be written as

6) See [7], §1.
7) See (2.28) of [7].
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(2.14) Γ= dul ® {d(Pί

jduj) + Λ}hduJ ® duh}.

§3. Normal general connections and their contravariant parts and co-
variant parts.

A general connection Γ is called normal if λ(Γ)=P is normal.
Let Γ be a normal general connection of # and let us make use of the

consideration in §1 for P = λ(Γ).
Let qu\ U-+%R% be a mapping defined by

(3.1) a}>qu = Qί

J, a,}h Qu = Q.

Since Qj are the components of the tensor field Q, we have

for any coordinate neighborhoods U, V, U Γ\V^ψ. By means of (2.4), we get
easily

(a gvu}(qufu) = (qvfv)gvu,

hence the system {/V = <7[7/V} defines a general connection T\ Since we have

(3.2) αJ /V = OIF* = A}, αk /V - QiΓ;A='ΓJΛ,

Γ' is locally written as

T= d
( ' } =d

We call '.Γ the contravariant part of Γ. 'Γ is clearly normal and A=λ('Γ)
is the projection of T(3£) onto P(36).

Next, let qπ: U-^%1 be a mapping defined by

α} ' 5 1/ = <?i, a}* ?EΓ = 0, p] qπ = Qj.
Then, we have

here we consider as LicS^cSi By means of (2.13), we get easily

gvu(fuQu) = (fvQv)(<r gvu),

hence the system { f / f u — f u q u } defines a general connection ^Γ1. Since we have

(3.4) at-Γu = %, ab f"u =ΛίhQ* =^}Λ, $)./"„ = -A},

the connection 'T can be locally written as

"Γ= 0

' =9

by means of (2.14), hence we have

(3.6) 'T= 9^ ® {P]d(Qίduk} +Γjtl

and
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(3.7) >>r^=rκ

We call "Γ the covariant part of Γ. "Γ is also a normal general connection
and A = λ("Γ).

Here, for any tensor field M of type (1, 1) on #, we define a bundle homo-
morphism CM of tensor product bundles of order 1 of # as follows:

on
- on

where M\ T(X) and M|Γ*(#) are the homomorphisms induced from M on
and Γ*(3e).

Now, we put

φ' = φ,Γ and φ" = φ"r,

which are defined for 'Γ and "Γ analogously to (2.8), that is

(3.9)

\dulι®

Clearly, we have

(3.10) φ' = φ" = CA on T(X}®^\ p, q = 0, 1, 2, - -

_ ί φ f

=Ξ tA p '=• \
( φ"

THEOREM 3.1.8) For a normal general connection Γ, we define a bundle
homomorphism μ by

on tangent bundles of order 1 or 2,
on cotangent bundles of order 1 or 2,

then it holds good

(3.12) CA.φ = ψ.μ,

where ψ is the restriction of ψ = φr on tensor product bundles T(36)®(P}(Z) of
order 1 and ψ = CP.

Proof. By means of (2.8), (3.8), (3.2), (3.4), (1.9) and (1.10), we get

= φμ(d2UJh),
u3 ® duh) = -Λ]hAίduk ® duh

cAψ(duί) = dul =

8) See Theorem 3.1 of [7].
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® ® du** ® dujl) = cA(P}\ -PJjdtt'
=P}; PJ?AJ; Aijd%*ι®

hence it must be

CA φ = tp P
We call μ — Ur the basic homomorphism of the normal general connec-

tion Γ. Putting

(3.13) D=DΓ = Jl d,

we call this the basic covariant differential operator of Γ. By means of
(2.10) and (3.13), we get easily the following

THEOREM 3.2. For the covariant differentiation and the basic covariant
differentiation of a normal general connection Γ, it holds good

(3.14) (A D = ίP'D.

§4. Basic covariant differentiations.

For any tensor field Fe Ψ(T(X)®^>v) with local components V^.'.'.'j*, its basic
covariant differential

is given by the formulas:

( Λ - [ \

V1 Ali . . . Δτ-PΪ/kι— 2_j A fcl /Lfcj; K Λ ,

which are obtained from (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13).9)

Now, from (1.10), (3.2) and (3.4), we get

hence we have from (3.9)

(4.4) *A μ = μ.

THEOREM 4.1. For the basic covariant differentiation of a normal general
connection Γ, it holds good

(4.5) iA D=D

and for any tensor field VεΞψ(T(%)®<p>v) we have

9) See (7.4) of [6] and (2.15) of [7].
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where DV=V\h®duh.

Proof. (4.5) follows immediately from (4.4) and the definition of D. With
regard to the second part, we have

= (l®A)cADV=(l®A)(A®V)DV

where we use the notation A according to the convention stated in §1.
Now, we say that a tensor field V of 36 is basic or normal if AV=V or

NV=V respectively. We will show that if V is basic, the formula (4.2) be-
comes very simple as the classical one.

At first, (4.2) can be easily rewritten as

(4.2') + ΣMl! -Afcl'AbAZ+l -AlvV

-'ΣAll •Ai'VfrS'A'il A»!-_l"Γ&A*;+[ A%.

Now, let V<E¥(P(X)®ip><») with local components Vfc'.fy then we have

(4.6) AII A%v%::.%A'sι A% = v%;:%.
Since A is a projection, it follows that

(Λ r?\ Λ i β V V •**•••**> — I/* ......... iqλk __T^V^
W *' A* Y Si ....... JQ— VJ1^Λ ^JQAJt— V Jί'.'JQ*

8 = 1, ••-, p; t = l, ••-, q.

Clearly the conditions (4.6) and (4.7) are equivalent to each other. Putting
these relations into (4.20, we obtain the following

THEOREM 4.2. Let Γ be a normal general connection. For any tensor
field V of type (p, q) with local components V}j'.'.'.j£ invariant under A the
components of its basic covariant differential DV are given by the formula:

where

r λi _ n^ΓJk 3

Λjh - ^1 jh - - - -r λi _ n^ΓJk 3

Λjh - ^1 jh - -TΓ-j-,

ΘQ«
"Γi^ΓLQ^+Pί0-.

The formula (4.8) is a natural extension of (3.7) of [7], since Ά^ = Tί

ilί,
when Γ is regualar.
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Analogously, a tensor field V of (p, q) with local components VJj.'"}° is a
tensor field of N(X), if and only if

(4.10)

or

(4.11)

q.

Hence, for such tensor field Fe ¥(N(%)®<p>q>), we have

and so we get from (4.20 the formulas:

(4.13) VT.::;SίΛ = 0, when

/ j\h =— J- jhV i.

§ 5. Normal con variant differentiations.

Making use of the tensor N in place of Q, we shall define a covariant
differentiation.

For each coordinate neighborhood (U, u1}, let nυ\ U-+WI and nu-*%l be
the mappings defined by

and
/r* f\\ ι Γr ?M, ι £L f\ ι .£: ~\Tί
10.£) O/i' si/jj — Ojm u/ifi' 'vU — ^ι Pj' *vU — •*•' 1 >

then the systems {nufu} and {fu^u} define two general connections fΓn and

"Γn of 36 respectively as the systems {f'u=qufu} and {f"u=fuqu} in §3.
Since we have

(3}, Λ]h, -P})(3*, 0, N$ = ($, yli/JSΓ*, 0),

T^ and "Γn are tensor fields of type (1, 2) on 36 with local components as

'N]h=NU
(5.3)

respectively.
Now, let ^ri7 and yn" be the bundle homomorphisms for the general con-

nections Tn and "Γn defined as φ = <fr for Γ. Then we have clearly

(5.4)
<Nψ(d2ujh} =Γί

jhN
1i

(Nφ(d2ui)=~,

(x) du*

® duh = - * ® duh =
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Putting

(5.5) Dn = tN.D,

we call this the normal covarίant differential operator of Γ. From (5.4), we
see that Dn is identical with the covariant differential operators of Tn or
f f Γ n for contravariant or covariant tensor fields respectively.

THEOREM 5.1. For the normal covariant differentiation of Γ, it holds
good

and for any tensor field V^Ψ(T(%)®<P>^) with local components V£'.'.'*£ we
have

when

(5.7)

The proof is evident.

Lastly, since we have from (4.9)

9Ai\^ n/n dPi

and

A7i//r»fc __ ΆTί f r»fc /JHt y ^ — w . ^ u W , > - < Q U / , J -

the formula (4.14) can be rewritten as

(5.8)

where Vkθuk and Vkduk are vector fields of

§ 6. Some general connections derived from a normal general connection.

From a normal general connection Γ, we obtained the four normal general
connections T, "Γ, Tn,'"Γn, which are given by (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), (3.7), (5.3),
that is

Γ: (PJ.ΓW,

T: (A], QίΓJk),

"Γ: (Aj,nΛ!+P^
(6 1} τn . (o,^ry = (o,wy,

with respect to local coordinates itf.
Let us calculate the components of the normal general connections which

are derived from the four general connections by the same manner.
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Since λ(Γ) =Ay with regard to 'JΓ, we have

'(T): (ΛJ, AίTJO = (A], QiΓJO,
hence

(6.2) '(T) = T.

(6.3) Γ
(./ w

(6.4) '(T)n: (0, tfίTJO - (0, 0),

and

that is

(6.5) Γ« = "(T)n: (0, Ql"N^.

Next, since λ('Γ) — A, with regard to "Γ, we have

(6.6) Γ" = '("Γ): (A], Ai"Γti = (A], A\ΓLQ* +Pl~ί }.

TT): (Aj/TUAJ + Ai-^-),

and

hence

(6.7) TΓ) - 'T.

(6.8) Γ = r7Γ)n: (0, ΛΓ^ 'TJO - (0, Wϊ f t QJ).

and

that is

(6.9) "('T)»: (0,0).

Since /i(Tn) = -ί('TB) = 0, we have easily

f '(T»): (0, 0),
(6.10) 'TO: (0,0),

and
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f'("/*„): (0,0),
(6.11) \ "("/"«): (0, 0),

Furthermore, with regard to the normal general connections

Γ = "(T) and Γ'' = '("/"),

we have from (6.1), (6.3), (6.6) the relations:

'(Γ ) - '("CD): (A), A? TUA; + Ai^f ]
and

: ^^Λ
and

— x1l Γl O" -4- Pi " A"-Ail ««, +fl-^(jΓΛ]

flQk
ΛiΓΊ ΓίJc I Pt V^vJ p..i

- Aί/ kh ψj + ̂ fc-^Γ - ^ ίft

THEOREM 6.1. For α normal general connection Γ, the normal general
connections Γ' = "(Γ) and Γ" = '("Γ) satisfy the following conditions:

(6-12)

and

(6.13) '(ΓOn - "(Γ ), = ̂ ΓΌn = "(Γ'On = 0.10)

Proof. (6.12) is evident from (6.2), (6.7) and the above relations for Γ'
and Γ". Regarding to (6.13), we have

'(Γ%: (0, tf ίΓ *Λ) = (0, 0),

( /
0 ίΓ *
0> Vy Λft

and

'(Γ")β: (0, tfίΓ"SO = (0, 0),

10) 0 denotes the trivial general connection whose components all vanish.
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and

r ΘQΪ QJ

COROLLARY 6.2. For £&e normal general connections Γ' and Γ", their
covariant differentiations and their basic covariant differentiations are
identical with each other respectively.

THEOREM 6.3. For a normal general connection Γ, we have the for-
mulas:

(T) = (T) =Γ ,
^ ' ; ("Γ) = ("Γ) =Γ .

Proof. By means of (6.2), (6.7) and (6.12), we get

Theorem 6.1 shows that out of the normal general connections naturally de-
rived from a normal general connection jΓ, Γ1* and Γ" are the most convenient
ones and we may consider them as belonging to P(£).

Furthermore, we get easily from (6.5) and (6.8) the relations:

\.Λ. rfΊ~ι \ _ "fΠ \ _ Γ*
(4 n)n — (I n)n —I n

and

Lastly, we show the results with respect to the general connections derived
from a normal general connection Γ in a diagram. If we regard this diagram
as the genealogical tree of the descendants of a normal general connection Γ,
it shows that

( i ) all the descendants are normal general connections,
(ii) their normal parts and Γ' and Γ" out of their basic parts are gene-

rically fixed,
(iii) T and "Γ are not exterminable,

and
(iv) the genealogical tree is composed of at most the ten general connec-

tions: r, T, "Γ, Γ , Γ , rn, "Γw, r;, Γ , o.
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0
0

Γ

rI n
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